THE ONLY

WATERING
SYSTEM

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY
FOR 6, 8, & 12 VOLT

BATTERIES!

BATTERY
WATERING
MADE EASY!
ON-BOARD BATTERY
WATERING SYSTEM

Made in America
Worldwide Distribution

Several batteries can be filled safely and
simultaneously from a single remote position
without ever having to touch a battery or
remove a cap. Pro-Fill’s automatic control
valves ensure each cell is closed when the
precise level is reached.

1675 Sampson Ave. Corona, CA 92879

(800) 695.0945
fx. 951.371.4671

www.usbattery.com
Protected under U.S. & foreign patents and patents pending
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FAST

EXTERNAL FLAME
ARRESTOR

Snap on / Snap off water connections and fast
filling turn the often ignored task of maintaining
electrolyte level into a simple, enjoyable task…
one more likely to get done on a regular basis.
Calculate your labor saving using the Cost
Justification Worksheet on our website. After

WINGED VALVES
NEW LARGER FLAME
ARRESTORS DE-GAS
CHAMBER
POLYPROPYLENE
CONSTRUCTION

installing your Pro-Fill system you will realize
other cost benefits including extended battery
life, no more corrosion damage to vehicles and
floors, as well as a higher vehicle resale valve.

SAFE

Fill batteries without ever having to remove the
vent covers again. Avoid battery acid burns,
ruined clothing and noxious fumes. Each Pro-

PROTECTIVE SHROUD

Fill valve includes built-in flame arrestor (inside
the de-gas chamber) to prevent ignition of
flammable battery cell gases as they leave the
battery. Simply put, Pro-Fill is the safest way to
water your batteries.

RELIABLE

The Pro-Fill On-Board Battery Watering System is

interconnected with tubing, allowing the user to

specifically designed for use with “golf car” style

fill all cells of the battery from a single remote

batteries commonly found in golf cars, sweepers,

location. Each valve independently shuts off

scrubbers, RVs, pallet jacks, and small solar

water flow to the cell when the proper electrolyte

systems. Based on the same technology as our

level is reached, allowing the batteries to be filled

industrial Millennium Plus+ valves, our Pro-Fill

perfectly every time without having to look at the

Overfilling a battery results in loss of acid,

system is compatible with all of our Millennium

batteries.

while charging with low electrolytes will result in

water supplies. The Pro-Fill on-board battery
watering system works by replacing the battery’s
existing vent caps with valves that are

When you fill your battery with a Pro-Fill

watering system, you know that it’s filled to the
correct level every time. A properly watered
battery last longer and performs better.

permanent damage to the lead plates. Both will
result in loss of capacity and life expectancy.
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